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E N G L I S H  N E W S L E T T E R
Welcomeback!

SEPT
21

WE'RE BACK!

Welcome back to school! Last year's P6
have graduated and we have some
new P1 students! It is a brand new
experience for them so please
remember to help them. Especially if
you see them around the campus
during recess! How do you feel to be
back at school? What will you achieve
this year?

NEW TEACHERS!

This school year, there are many new
teachers. They include my Chinese
teacher Ms. Wong, my music teacher,
Ms. Tam and my class teacher Ms. Ho!
They are experienced teachers who
manage their classes well! We look
forward to the opportunity of getting
to know them well!  We hope they
enjoy life in the big family of LUAAPS!
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PANDA SHOP RETURNS!
The Panda Shop returned after nearly two years this

month! It is open every Wednesday during first and

second recess. Students can buy many things like

finger puppets, LEGO, yoyos, pens, rubbers and many

more things. The English Ambassadors help to run

the Panda Shop and act as shop keepers. Are you

happy that the Panda Shop is back?

TEACHER TALK - MISS LEE

Miss Lee is an English teacher at our school. In her

free time she goes hiking, hangs out with friends or

watches Netflix! Her favourite subject is English, but

she also enjoys STEM. Her favourite book series is

Daisy Diaries. Her favourite colours are blue, green,

yellow and orange. That is a lot of colours! Finally, I

asked Miss Lee about her favourite food. She said she

loves spicy hot pot! That's too spicy for me!

Joke of the month: Why do Maths books always look so sad?

Answer: A Because they are full of problems!

MID AUTUMN FESTIVAL
During Mid Autumn Festival, everyone was playing

with lanterns and eating moon cakes. Some people

went out with their family and friends. At school, we

solved riddles provided by teachers in the school

hall. We got presents for solving the riddles. It was a

lot of fun! Even better, the next day was a holiday!

A CHANGING SCHOOL
The school changed a lot during the summer

holidays. The biggest change is probably the lobby.

Instead of a hard floor, some carpets have been

added. It is also bigger and brighter than before! The

sports room has also changed locations. It has big

blue doors and is a lot more spacious. This means we

can put even more sports equipment there!

by Anson Fu

by Solomon Lau

by Kaydence Ko

by Bubu Chan
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SEPTEMBER GOOD WORK

Rachel Chan 1A Minnie Yu 6B

Gwendoline Lau 1A Elly Tang 6B
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SEPTEMBER GOOD WORK

Koey Lee 4B Jan Leung 1A

Bubu Chan 6A Chan Yuen Hei 1A


